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Burn Hall Higher Secondary School, 

Syllabus Session 2023-2024. 

Class- LKG A B C 

 
English 

Term 1:    ( Phonic on Tips Pre Primer ). 

              Page No’s. 5 to 16. 

 Writing of small cursive letters from a to l on notebooks. 

 Fill in the missing letters. 

 Match the similar letters. 

 Circle the first letter of the name of the picture. 

 Match the picture with the corresponding letters. 

 

Term 2   ( Phonic on Tips Pre Primer ). 

            Page No’s. 17 to 40. 

 Writing of small cursive letters from a to z on notebooks. 

 Write the first letter of the name of the picture. 

 Fill in the missing letters. 

 Match the picture with the correct word. 

 

Term 1: ( English Oral Conversation ). 

 My routine -------       Food we eat. 

 Road safety -----        Animal Homes. 

 

Term 2: ( English Oral Conversation ). 

 Action words. ------  Animal riddle. 

 Opposites.  ------      Picture reading. 

 Our Earth  

 

English Recitation. 

Term 1: Rhymes:        

 Prayer.  ----- Ding Dong Bell.   

 London Bridge. -----Teddy Bear.  

 Little Miss Muffet. ----- Ten Little Fingers. 

 

Term 2:Rhymes: 

 I can see.        ----   Snow man. 

 Little Bunnies. ---  Mr. Lion. 

 Incy Wincy spider. --- One and one. 

 

Story telling :- 

 Lion and mouse. 

 Union is strength. 

Mathematics  

Term 1: (Peace growing up Numbers Activity 1 to 50  ) 

 Number writing 1-25 ( page no’s 1 to 48 ) 

 Fill in the missing numbers ( 1 – 25 ) 

 What comes after ? ( 1-10) 

 Count and tick the correct number. 

 Count and write the correct number ( 1-10 ). 

 Match the shapes. 

 

Term 2: ( Peace growing up Numbers Activity 1 to 50  ) 

 Number writing from 26 to 50 ( pg no’s 48 to 73 ) 

 Fill in the missing numbers. ( 1 to 50 ). 

 What comes after ? 

 Count and write the correct number. 

 Addition of single digit number. 

 

Environmental Science ( Oral ). 

Term 1: ( Peace Book of pictures ). 

 Fruits. ……….Vegetables. 

 Domestic animals. …….Wild Animals. 

 Common Birds.--------Flowers.  

 

Term 2: ( Peace Book of pictures). 

 A Family.  -----Parts of my body. 
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 What we eat and drink. 

 In the class room.’ 

 Articles in the Bathroom. 

 Means of Transport. 

 Games. 

 People who help us. 

 Colours and Shapes. 

 

Urdu . 

Term 1: 

 Text book (assan qaida)  pages = 3 to 20 

 Peace = ist (urdu writing book) pages =3 to 72 

Reading, writing, dictation, fill ups, matching alphabets 

With pictures, putting dots on alphabets, first letter of  

Picture (alif to sheen) 

 Recitation of urdu rhymes from peace =1 

(learn any four) 

 From page no’s = 5, 17,28,40,52 and 67 

 
Term 2:  

 Text book  (assan qaida) pages = 21 to 48 

 Peace = 2nd (urdu writing book) page no’s 3 to 72 

Reading,writing,dictation,fill ups, matching of alphabets 

with pictures      

Putting dots on urdu alphabets, name the first letter of 

picture = (alif to   baree-ye) 

 And learn to read and write haroof-e-tajhee  

(alif to baree-ye) 

Recitation of urdu rhymes from peace-1 page no’s = 

3,17,30,43,68 and 70     Learn any four rhymes. 

  Meraj urdu work book (pages= 3 to 50) 

 

 

Hindi. 

Term 1: 

 Swar. 

 Vayanjans. 

 Fill in the blanks. 

 Write the first letter of the picture. 

 Match the alphabets with the pictures. 

 Match the similar  alphabets.\ 

 Circle the first letter of the picture. 

 Poems for recitation. 

a. Barish Aayi. 

b. Machli   

c. Titli. 

d. Mummy. 

 

Term 2: 

 Vayanjans. 

 Fill in the blanks. 

 Write the first letter of the picture. 

 Match the alphabets with the  pictures. 

 Match the similar alphabets. 

 Circle the first letter of the picture. 

 Joining to two letter words. 

 Poems for recitation. 

a. Hamari Rail. 

b. Chidiya. 

c. Dakiyaa. 

d. Timm Timm Taare  

 

Art  

Term 1: ( Magic Art Book B ) 

Page numbers 1 to 16. 

Term 2: ( Magic Art Book B ) 

Page numbers 17 to 32.  


